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The future of digital products, experiences, 
and services is upon us. Companies’ 
commercial organizations are rapidly 
digitizing and creating an immense amount 
of data that’s available to support planning, 
reporting, and analytics. The future of 
forecasting is being transformed through 
technology to create an environment in which 
people work symbiotically with data-fueled 
predictive algorithms to deliver forecasts, 
discover insights, and act with more 
confidence and speed.

CFOs and organizational leaders alike 
are adopting next-generation planning 
capabilities to capitalize on data availability, 
drive strategic decision-making in real time, 
and support everyday business decisions.
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Quarterly forecasts and annual planning submissions are all too familiar for both 
financial analysts and senior leaders. Imagine an organization where the churn 
and extensive hours behind these forecast submissions do not exist. The 
reason for this is not because the CFO has a crystal ball, but because there is 
a continuous, real-time forecast that incorporates continuous data feeds of 
financial, operational, and third-party data:

 • Movements in key drivers trigger updates to forecasts in real time.

 • Automated data flows capture these movements to update algorithmic models 
forecasting each financial statement.

 • Real-time variance analysis and driver analytics allow leaders to understand 
the why of an evolving forecast.

 • Connected planning environments ensure affected drivers are linked and 
modeled consistently across functions and financial statements.

 • Business partners and Finance alike are promptly notified and operate within 
an integrated framework to quickly take strategic and operational action.

This may seem far-fetched, but the combination of cloud infrastructure, modern 
APIs, digital data generation, and redefined talent models can help bring your 
organization to an automated forecasting future.

Achieving a state of automated financial forecasting does not occur overnight. 
It is important to take an end-to-end approach to data management, process 
design, and talent. The thoughtful design of integration across each of these is 
critical to enabling automated forecasting and delivering real and sustainable 
value to your organization. That’s why we’ve developed a step-by-step framework to 
guide your organization along the way.

What does automated financial  
forecasting look like in practice?
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Automated financial forecasting starts by building the data foundation to support all finance processes. Advanced algorithmic models 
and organization-wide analytics tools require high-quality data. Automated processes require those data feeds on a continuous basis. To 
achieve this state of continuous data flow, it is imperative for organizations to establish data quality and data management governance 
models with transparency, flexibility, and evolving standards as new data is introduced and old data is better understood. The key is to 
establish data in a common information model that allows various systems and tools to efficiently publish and subscribe in the same 
language. Machine learning, natural language processing, and advanced analytics tools can all source from high-quality information models 
proactively, producing insights and identifying connections across various organizational data sets off the backbone of a high-quality, 
rules-based, and structured data model. A purposeful data foundation enables effective and efficient analytics, whereas bad data equates 
to poor analytics and inefficient processes.

Data management

Enriched analyticsData quality

External

Third-party

External data sources,
including macroeconomic
drivers, benchmarks, and
market dynamics

Third-party data sources,
including ratings, scores, and
benchmarks

Internal
Internal data sources, including 
historical actuals and operational 
and customer data

Automated natural
languagegeneration
and processing

App-based advanced
analytics and
dashboarding

Automated financial 
forecasts

Common information model

What
is it?

Proven method to define
data objects, definitions, and
relationships to create a
foundational data
infrastructure

Why
is it

vital?

Provides the foundation and 
methods required to ensure 
consistent data definitions in 
a transparent, scalable, and 
sustainable manner to 
achieve a “single version
of the truth”

Data is the foundation needed to execute 
automated forecasts, make business decisions, 
and enable enriched analytics. It is key to 
embed data quality processes and strategies 
across the end-to-end finance organization. 
Clean, high-quality, and robust data feeds are 
required to enable downstream predictive, 
machine learning, and AI capabilities. The 
streams of data required are a combination 
of real-time financial, operational, and 
third-party data. Process and technology 
enhancements enable effective data capture 
and centralization of data to support various 
modeling techniques.

The CIM serves as the backbone to provide 
the structured data that will tell the business 
story in a consumable format for all finance 
users and decision-makers. Extended analytics 
will help your company identify trends 
before they happen, take away guesswork 
and decisions made without evidence, and 
create more transparency within financial 
forecasts. These analytics models sit on top 
of the underlying database set up in the CIM 
to incorporate financial, operational, and 
third-party data to provide insights and inform 
data-driven decisions.

How data is managed, stored, and categorized 
is critical to enabling advanced planning and 
analytics capabilities. The data approach 
should fit in a centralized data model, giving 
each data set a specific place and meaning 
within the model. A common information 
model (CIM) provides the structure required 
to do just that. The CIM is a centralized data 
model with common data definitions and 
dimensions to output data in a single language 
for integration and tracking across functions, 
capabilities, and applications. This is critical 
in order to enable timely, consistent, and 
accurate reporting and analytics downstream.

Data quality Common information 
model Enriched analytics 
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Next-gen planning process
The process behind automated financial forecasting is focused on collecting the right data at the right time to drive advanced modeling 
techniques and enable humans and machines to cohesively provide insights on a continuous basis. That starts with effective data-capture 
processes that deliver useful data to be leveraged by advanced algorithmic models, machine learning, and AI tools. Finance organizations 
must proactively partner with other functions to capture relevant and useful data across the product life cycle continuum to effectively 
inform financial models. Machine learning and AI tools will actively assess data feeds and identify “best-fit” algorithms in real time to 
generate a more accurate forecast on a continuous basis. Users then interact with the models to provide human input and apply strategic 
decisions in real time. 

Data capture

Data capture and analysis is automated and 
sourced from a common information model, 
providing reliable and accurate data inputs

Advanced planning

Financial, operational, and third-party data 
continuously feed predictive models to 
produce an automated financial forecast; 
machine learning constantly improves 
accuracy and reliability

Enterprise business planning

Drivers, assumptions, and adjustments flow 
seamlessly across functions and drive tight 
linkages throughout the P&L, balance sheet, 
and cash flow statements 

Continuous  
model  

identification

Integrated  
forecasted  
financials

Data 
collection  
and inputs

Continuous evaluation of inputs to and outputs of the next-generation planning 
process drives ongoing improvement of forecast accuracy and efficiency

Organizations must be proactive in their 
business process designs to capture data in an 
efficient and leverageable manner. As business 
leaders assess their organization, they should 
be asking themselves questions such as these: 
How are we capturing data on the goods and 
services we sell? How are we collecting data 
along the product life cycle, from raw materials 
to goods sold? How are we collecting data from 
our customers and their behavior? How is this 
data being incorporated within our models?

Enterprise business planning (EBP) represents 
a cross-functional decision framework that 
maximizes the value of automated financial 
forecasts across the end-to-end value chain of 
a business. Deliberate decisions are made in 
real time that tie strategic, profitability-related 
objectives with tactical operational planning 
decisions. These decisions lead to real-time 
updates in assumptions and drivers that flow 
seamlessly through forecasts, creating linkages 
across functions and financial statements. 

Advanced digital capabilities such as 
predictive, machine learning, and AI are 
the engine that enable automated financial 
forecasting. Leveraging continuous flows of 
data, algorithmic forecasting models allow 
organizations to quickly adapt to ever-changing 
business environments. Machine learning 
and AI provide the ability to scale, get better 
over time, and identify the best-fit modeling 
techniques to derive the highest degree of 
accuracy on a continuous basis.

Data capture Advanced planning Enterprise business 
planning
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For organizations to achieve a state of automated forecasting, solving for data requirements and process capabilities may pose less of a 
challenge than creating an organization with a data-centric mindset focused on teaming cohesively with machines. Finance must become 
more comfortable pioneering new ideas to create and challenge data-driven hypotheses. Intense curiosity should drive finance talent to 
better understand the business processes they quantify, advocate for and explain the predictive models they design, and drive continuous 
improvement of the organizational data landscape. Functional finance expertise alone is already table stakes for the finance workforce and is 
not enough. In order to architect a finance function to achieve continuous forecasting, it is critical for the CFO to instill a bias for data-based 
decisioning, continuous improvement of predictive models, and a passion for technology enablement.

As the talent model shifts to support the 
future of forecasting, organizations must 
develop finance individuals with pioneer and 
integrator skills. Finance talent will continue 
to be required to build financial statements, 
understand accounting principles, and drill 
down into transaction-level detail. However, as 
talent needs adapt, data expertise and 
data science will be paired with functional 
knowledge in singular finance roles in order to 
support advanced analytics and data-driven 
decision-making. Finance talent will need to 
embrace a data-centric environment and 
pioneer data-driven hypothesis development. 
As integrators, Finance will form connectivity 
across the organization to interpret, test, and 
execute data-driven strategies and analysis in 
order to continuously deliver value. 

Financial models and data become more 
sophisticated by working together with 
humans. Finance will play a critical role as 
storytellers to translate functional finance 
concepts and advanced data analytics to 
business partners to drive fact-based, data-
driven decision-making. As organizations 
navigate through complex business 
environments, leadership is turning to Finance 
now more than ever as their trusted business 
adviser to facilitate strategic decision-making. 
Finance talent must adjust to these demands 
and showcase the ability to turn large, complex 
data sets into actionable insights quickly and 
efficiently. Furthermore, Finance will play a 
critical role in translating complex algorithms 
and statistical findings to consumable and 
trustworthy projections.

A stronger, more data-centric culture must 
exist within organizations to maintain, facilitate, 
and extract value from advanced forecasting 
capabilities and integrated planning models. 
Immense amounts of data sourced from 
financial, operational, and third-party data 
sets will be at the center of finance processes. 
The organizational culture should be centered 
around hiring and attaining talent who have 
intense curiosity to learn, connect, and 
interpret, as well as the base technical skills to 
extract value from data and deliver complex 
analytics. These individuals should have an 
overwhelming commitment to understanding 
explanatory variables in data and using that 
to facilitate strategic discussions pertaining to 
financial outcomes.

Finance Data culture Business partner

Finance talent will be required to advance its
technical experience and expertise as data scientists

• Ability to build financial statements 
and spearhead changes by embracing 
risk and integrating independent teams

• Willingness to build out new financial 
models and experiment

• Ability to drill down into transaction 
level of details

• Overwhelming commitment to understand 
all explanatory variables in data

• Drive conversation and test hypotheses 
across finance, operational, and 
third-party data

• Work with intense curiosity to create new 
explanatory, predictive, and prescriptive 
variables

Data culture

Business partner

Finance

Finance talent will be storytellers,
translating functional finance concepts

and advanced data analytics into
meaningful insights that drive fact-based

decision-making

− Ability to translate analytics into action
− Multidimensional expert
− Trusted strategic leader

Finance talent will continue to have a large portfolio
of finance domain experience and knowledge

Workforce and talent
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Automated financial forecasting puts data, reporting, and analytics at the fingertips of business leaders to effectively operate in demanding 
business environments. For CFOs, this means faster time to insights and decisions that drive earnings, reduce costs, and create controls over 
financial outcomes. For business leaders, this means more transparency into forecasts and assumptions to execute better pricing, predict 
customer demands, and reduce working capital. Across the organization, both analysts and senior management will have access to real-time 
analytics and scenario models to inform everyday decisions. Processes will become more efficient through enabling technology and digital 
capabilities to keep organizations focused on delivering future value versus reconciling data and reporting on what has already happened.

Delivering value

Enhanced decision-making

• Facilitate real-time decision-making as 
market conditions change and adapt

• Create confidence in data, analytics, 
and reporting that support everyday 
business decisions

Forecast transparency

• Provide transparency into drivers, 
assumptions, and strategic decisions 
that enable business leaders to drive 
earnings and reduce costs

• Improve shareholder confidence 
through accuracy, transparency, and 
consistency

Improved controls

• Enable continuous monitoring of 
potential financial implications from 
financial, operational, and third-party 
data sets

• Generate the agility to quickly react 
and respond to changing business 
environments

Process efficiency

• Reduce Finance effort to produce, 
execute, and support financial 
forecasting

• Focus Finance resource efforts on 
value-driving activities and analysis to 
support the business

Critical success factors 

End-to-end strategy and design — Concentrate design efforts across data management, process design, and workforce 
and talent to create the connectivity required across functions, systems, and tools to enable an automated forecasting 
environment.

User adoption — Build trust in machine-powered, automated forecasting to drive adoption and incorporation of these 
powerful tools within everyday ways of working.

Human-centric design — Focus design efforts on the end user to better align machine-enabled forecast capabilities with 
the intended process and forecast outputs.

Focus on data — Don’t underestimate the importance of a solid and complete data foundation to support a state of 
automated financial forecasting.

Executive leadership support — Establish top-down leadership support to drive commitment and focus from the 
organization to realize the value of automated financial forecasting.
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Automated financial forecasting requires an end-to-end strategy across data 
management, process design, and workforce and talent. The future of forecasting 
will be enabled by humans and machines working together cohesively with 
continuous, reliable data feeds to deliver timely insights that drive valuable, data-
driven decisions for organizations to quickly and efficiently navigate complex 
environments. Talent and workforce models across industries are already adapting 
to these future ways of working. 

For CFOs, automated financial forecasting means real-time analytics and real-time 
decision-making. This is especially important as companies navigate unprecedented 
times and complex competitive environments.
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